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ABSTRACT

This study of a traditional elementary social

studies curriculum was conducted in sixteen school

systems in Iowa and southern Minnesota located in

cities of 10,000 or above population. Approximately

1600 practicinr, teachers K-6 (roughly, 200 per grade

level) rated a "traditional" course of study as to the

importance and/or relevance of the topics it contained

They also supplied information about their backgrounds,

workini conditions and preferences.

The purposes of the study were to:

1, determine the areas of the traditional

social studies curriculum which were still

relevant/important and those which should

be deleted.

9. determine what additions to the curriculum

would be desirable in terms of contemporary

needs.

3. compile a profile of elementary teachers in

their role as social studies instructors,

and determine what, if any, relationship

existed between their backgrounds and how

they rated the curriculum.



Two instruments,the Curriculum Ratinc ScalD (CRS) and

the Teachr Information F4rm (TI), were,developed and used

in this study, Analysis of data from responses to the CRS

consisted of computing the average ratinc of each topic by

all participants, and then derivinF the ratinF reliability

of each averace score by computing the average off diagonal

inter-rater correlation and the Spearman-Brown prophecy

formula, The TIP data was coded where possible, the re-

mainder being cateForized. Correlations with ratings were

computed betwepn TIF scales and- CRS ratings, using the TIF

cateT:ories to compute AOV's on the CRS,' Composite pro-

files on the CRS ratings were plotted for "sii7nificant"

TIF scale values and categories.

Study findings indicate that while a part of the

traditional elementary social studies curriculum should

be retained, a considerable portion of it could well be

deleted in favor of topics more relevant to today's students.

It would also appear that both inservice training in social

studies areas, and some changes in workinp conditions/

classroom organization could result in more effective im-

plementation of the social studies curriculum--traditienal

or otherwise.
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Introduction

The scope and variety of materials in the field ot elemen-

tary social studies has never been greater than it is today.

However, despite the wealth of resources available, there is

dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of elementary social

studies programs. Curriculum guide development and the selec-

tion of texts and supplementary material by committees of teachers

and administrators, parents, and students has been an ongoing

activity in many school districts for years. Nevertheless, this

area of the elementary curriculum can be identified as one where

most segments of both school and community feel the goals of

society are not being adequately met.

dhat is the problem? Inherent in the burgeoning questions

concerning_ the field of elementary social studies is whether the

curriCulum is composed of appropriate topics placed at appro-

priate Frade levels. The core of the traditional social studies

curriculum has largely been a static combination of history and

Feography, with little or nothinr eliminated as society changed,

but with additions constantly being made. Perhaps part of the

confusion and dissatisfaction with the elementary social studies

curriculum found today comes from trying to do too much in too

little time, and in retaininr topics and areas no longer relevant

to today's society.

Te illustrate this point, we might consider the traditional

curriculum at the fifth Frade level which has most often consisted

of a study of United States history and geography. Recently, a
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number of textbook companies have attempted to broaden the base

of this curriculum by infusinc, varying numbers of concepts drawn

from other social sciences. In addition, new programs based on

social science disciplines other than reography and history have

become available--indicating a trend toward offering an alterna-

tive program at the elementary level. Many of these materials

are exciting, and appear to offer a new and valuable point of

view to students. In these programs, the elementary school years

are devoted to areas such as understanding of self, one's roles,

others, their roles, societies, how and why societies form and

other similar concepts. The premise of these alternate programs

is that one must understand oneself and one's interaction with

others on both an individual and a group level before other things

are approached. This premise needs to be considered thoroughly

and positively by those responsible for implementing the social

studies program in the classroom. Are elementary social studies

teachers aware and presently capable of implementing such pro-

rrams? Perhaps a part of the problem in effectively teaching

elementary social studies lies in the background and competencies

of the individual teacher.

Purpozes of the Study

The purposes of this study were to:

1. determine what areas of a traditional* elementary social

studies curriculum practicing teachers would consider

important and appropriate and/or relevant in today's

social studies program.

*m.raditional as represented by those items found in A 21y..isa1

coure Qf Study, a publication by Jilliam H. Nault based ur,on a

nationwide study of social studies curriculae.
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2. determine what areas of a traditional curriculum

would be identified as obsolete, inappropriate, or

non-relevant to the total social studi.es curriculum

or to a curriculum for a specific grade.

3. determine what suggestions practicing teachers would

make as to elimination or transfer of topics, addition

of topics, or substitution of topics in the curriculum.

4. compile a profile of the professional background,

trainitv, preferences, and areas of strengths and

weakness of elementary teachers in their role as

social studies instructors.

5. investigate the relationship (if any) between the

indicated curriculum chan,-es and the characteristics of

the teachers in their role as social studies instructors,

RelA:tQ_d Resf;arch and Rationale

'Among' the recent research having a direct bearing on this

study is a text evaluation study which focus- d on developinc, a

procedure for choosing elementary social studies textbooks. This

procedure was tested using current fifth grade texts which were

rated by practicinc: fifth fr,rade teachers. The findings of this

study indicated that many teachers were relatively, conservative

in their choice of text, rating the new alternative prw;rams

quite low. (1) It is possible that the teacher-raters simply

preferred teaching a familiar, traditional, history-georraphy-

b-ased study of the United States to working with the content of

an alternative program. However, the question arises as to what
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effect the training and backp:rouno of the teachers had on their

attitudes toward new programs which depended more highly on social

sciences such as anthropology or sociology for the core of their

prop-rams tho.n on the "usual" history-georaphy combination.

Additional related research with a direct bearing on this

study consists of two pieces of curriculum research--the Caswell-

(2)and the Nault-Fischer-Passow

Analyzta__Qf_C_Q_LzL_-e,_sQfStLc_yl (3) --which identified courses of

study, curriculum guides, syllabi, and other instructional pub-

lications obtained from the chief officer of public instruction

and from the county, city, and local systems within each of the

fifty states. Curriculum TatQrials, (4) an annual publication

of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,

supplied a biblioc-raphy of materials-which was also consulted.

From these sources, curriculum specialists selected (on the basis

of their professional j dgment) promising guides for analysis.

The major criteria used to judge the bulletins under considera-

tion were that the courses of study would covert (a) all major

subject areas; (b) the grades Kindergarten-Twelve; (c) all sec-

tions of the country; (d) school units of various sizes (city,

county, state); and (e) publication dates of 1965 or,later.

From the above analyses, TyDical Course of Study Ki.nder-

rarten ThrQufli Grade 12, (5) by William H. Nault was developed.

This work lists the topics found to be typically taught in the

United States at each grade level (K-12) in social studies,

science, languar,e arts, health and safety, and arithmetic. dith

the permission of Dr. Nault, the topics for the area of social
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K-6 were extracted and used as the basis for Part A of the Curri-

culum RatinE Seaj.Q. (CRS), one of the two instruments developed

for use in this study.

In the liht of such findings, a study of teacher evaluation

of the traditional elementary social studies curriculum and of the

characteristics of those teachers in their role as social studies

instructors would appear to be of value in determining at least

a partial answer to the question of why dissatisfaction with the

present elementary social studies program is prevalent.

Ceneral Procedures

This study was conducted during the 1974-75 and 1975-76

academic years. Durinr the fall and winter of 1974-75 identifi-

cation and selection of participating school systems was made.

Those school systems located in cities of 10,000 or above popula-

tion within the State of Iowa and in the southern half of the

State of 1:innesota were contacted and supplied with background

information and samples of the instruments'to be used by parti-

cipants--the curiQ.1.1.1.um Rating, Scale and the Teacher information

FOTM.* Thirty-eirht school systems were contacted, and sixteen

a_reed to participate after presenting the proposal to their

respective social studies curriculum committees. These sixteen

participatinf; systems represented both the geographical and popu-

lation distribution aspects of the area.

*Copies of the CRS and TIF may be found in the Appendix to

this article.
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Each school system participating in the study identified a

time period in which to conduct the study in their schools. A

four-week period for completion of participation was suggested.

Thirteen systems participated between January and June of 1975,

and three participated between September and November of 1975.

Each participating school system indicated the number of

teachers at each grade level, K-6, who were involved in teaching

social studies. A packet of materials consisting of the appro-

priate version of Part A of the CRS for the grade level and all

of Parts B and C of this instrument, plus a copy of the TIF was

prepared for each potential participant. Cover letters from the

administrative offices of each system accompanied this material,

-and teachers participated on a self-selection basis, with about

68;, of those contacted electing to participate:. All materials

were,distributed and collected through the central administrative

offices of the participatinr school systems.

Each participatinr elementary teacher completed the two

survey instruments previously mentioned, The Curricu1um Ratinu,

ScElIe contained the social studies topics found to be commonly

taurht at each grade level, K-6, placed in a format which allowed

the teacher-participant to indicate his rating of each topic. A

topic rating of I was the lowest rating possible, and a 5 the

h.ir;hest possible (Part A of the CRS). Teachers received only

the list of topics commonly taurht at their grade level, thus re-

spondinr:, only for the r=rade level they were pl-esently teachinc.

Each list of topics was followed by two questions regardin,7 curri-

culum change with space in which to respond to them (Parts 1) and

C of the CRS). Part :3 asked participants to indicate what topics
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they would eliminate from the curriculum or transfer to another

-rade level. Part C asked teachers to suest desirable addi-

tions to the curriculum, and to indicate what substitutions they

would'recommend for topics listed but considered inappropriate

or irrelevant.

The second instrument (TIP) asked the teacher-participant

to provide information about himself, his professional back round,

his teaching situation and preferences, and his training in the

area of social studies. Participants completed both instruments

on an individually anonymous basis. Ilumber coding was placed on

each set of instruments to prevent the possibility of mismatching

the participan's CRS and TIE: responses, the numbering for each

(-rade level beirv: of a different color to assist in sorting and

data recordinr.

Analysis of qata

The following analysis of data was conducted. Two types of

information were investicrated regarding the gur,riDulum Ratinr

scalQ (US). First, a score for each topic, K-6, was derived

by computing the average rating for the topic by all participating

teacher raters. The rating-reliability of the average score thus

derived was then,estimated by computinr the average off-diagonal

inter-rater correlation and the Spearman=Brown prophecy formula.

Analysis of the data from the Teacher In,f0ZMatiPn Form (TIF)

consistedcf first codine: the data where possible, and caterori-

zin;f the remainder. The TIP. coded data was then merged with the

CRS data. Correlations with ratings were computed between TIF

scales-and CRS ratings, usinr the TIF categories to compute AOV's
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on the CRS. "Composite" profiles on the CRS ratings were then

plotted for "significant" TIF scale values and categories.

FindinFs and Coac.luions

This study would seem to indicate a desire and need for

curriculum change in elementary social studies. On a five point

rating scale, the highest average composite rating for any grade

level was 3.6501. In reviewing the average composite ratings

for all rrade levels, K-6, according to the suggested guideline

for retention (3.5 or above average rating) applied to individual

curriculum topics, the traditional curriculum for several grade

levels would be completely discarded. As seen in the table

below, the composite average rating for Grades 2, 3, 4, and 6

does not meet the standard of an average rating of 3.5 or above.

Aiariar-a_2211paai±.0EalinE-52.1
q=lculum Topics by Grade Level

Grade Level Number of Topics Average Composite Rating
of Curriculum Topics*

Kindergarten 11 3.612

Crade One 17 3.582

N Grade Two 15 3.389

Grade Three 11 3.312
,N

Grade Four 11 3.344

Grade- Five 13 3.650

_Grade Six 13 3.416

*Figures rounded'off to three decimal places.
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This observation is confirmed when referring to the average

ratinf;s, topic by topic, of the individual grade levels. (See

Tables 1-7 in Appendix for average ratings of individual topics

by grade level.) Roughly, 27, to 7( pies would be re-

tained at any one grade level (27' ,'ade level, for

example, and 76; at fifth grade level). The majority of the grade

levels would retain one-third to one-half of the topics pre-

sented through the traditional curriculum, as represented by

the CRS. The agreement of the raters in their ratings, according

to correlation statistics, was at least 0.80 at all grade levels

with the exception of the sixth grade level, reaching a 0.89

level of agreement for the first grade level. It would appear,

therefore, that substantial curriculum change would be desirable

and possible, thuEl pavimq the way for other and more important,

appropriate and/or relevant topics which would better meet the

child's need now and in his later life.

When extracting those parts of the "typical" course of study

which participants rated sufficiently high for retention in the

elementary social studies curriculum, the following grade level

emphases may be seen.

Kindergarten - home and individual relationships
- correlation of science/social studies con-

cerning natural phenomena

Grade Ono - citizenship/patriotism
- tho school-community
- selected holidays, cultural and/or patriotic

in nature

(ftado Two - community services and helpers
- czenship/patriotism (throur,h colobrations

or national holidays)
- economics, illustratod by R study of food
- interdependence
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Grade Three - American Indians
- pioneers
- Fppd sources

- OutStanding citizens (emphasis on citizenship and politics)
- gaps and globes

* The above was inadevertently Omitted from the manuscripL.



Grade Four - relating home state to nation and world
(interdependence)

- different types of communities and life styles
- study of the globe

Grade Five - exploration and discovery
- settlement of the New World
- colonial and pioneer life
- westward movement
- industrial and cultu.ral growth

contemporar,, life in the U.S.
natural ri -ces scienceAocial studies
combinr

- fundamer 11 skills - skills emphasis
(U.S. hii. and geography with some evidence
of other disciplines such as economics, socio-
logy, anthropology, etc.)

Grade Six - lands and people - Western Hemisphere
- Canada and Mexico
- international relationships
- map/chart/graph skills

All of these topics are extremely broad as stated, and reflect

much of what can presently be found in a traditional or semi-

traditional curriculum almost anywhere in the country. However,

they could be approached and developed in a myriad of ways, either

staying close to the traditional use of history and geography as

the major social science disci.plines to be developed within the

expanding horizons approach -- or by inclusion of or a shift of

emphasis to other social sciences disciplines as bases either

within or outside of the expanding horizons scope and sequence.

It may very well be time for a complete restructuring of the

elementary social studies curriculum to a structure along the

lines of some of the recent Alobal education formats -- one in

which the world is viewed an a totality with the United Statee

being ono of many interdependent parts, rather than being pre-

sented as the focal point to which all other countries and cultures
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are related or compared. Or, it may be that curriculum chanre

cnn effectively be made within the expandinF horizons framework,

but with F,reater emphasis at each grade level on other nations,

people, and cultures. Or, perhaps a still different structure

needs to be developed.

At any rate, if the low-rated topics presently found in

typical traditio,- ae are discarded, thre is con-

siderable opportunity to implement the topics sumested as highly

desirable and, in some cases "necessary" additions to the cur-

riculum would be feasible. In this manner, some improvement of

curriculum effectiveness could be made, though one must keep in

mind that curriculum is only one side of the coin. The training,

skills level/and interest of the instructor is of at least

equal importance.

Grade by the followinr, emphases mitTht considered

as "necessary n- desirable" curriculum additis. It may be

noted that a num-T.r of these additions reflect a ± :i.inp that

some primary topics should not be explored at a lov'er frade

level. Others cross subject lines presently used, thus sui--

gesting the desirability of correlation, particularly between

the science/social studies areas.

Kinderrarer Lafety/Health
- Community Helners
Self-concepti.7alues
Career Education
Life Styles

Grade One Ecology
Drurr, Education

- Self-concept/Values
- Family Relations



Career Education
Economics

- Social Conventions/Rules
Human Relations

Grade Two Nap/Globe Skills
Economics
Ecology

- Self-concept/Values
Career Education
Human Relations

Grade Three Citizenship/Patriotism
Minority Groups
Career :aucation
Self-concept/Values

- Current Events
Other Cultures

- Human Relations
Naps/Globes/Graphs

- Economics

Grade Four

(,rade Five

Grade Six

3e1f-acc'ept/Val--ies
1,1

7elations

",:lrr2..7:' Events

ziu7,

T1:.e tetropolitan Community
- J'112tory

51in-.1'r ties

- riloverriA/ent
!)1"ur ilducation

,7.7ate History
-A1-0,1obe Skills

Education
Hortlt Events

ty Cultures

-)vrr.rilent

Liucation

elations
- Curr : !vents

!-;,71f ,-:ncept/Values
- Acan History

3ovoral tronds w :ontinue thfburh at least several rrado

levels appear in thosc: ,n:3ted additions, A strong emphnsis on

17



Self-concept/Values and Human Relations, whether in a family/

neighborhood or a broader setting, is found at most prade levels.

Concern for upgrading children's skills in map and globe use

(even though already represented in the traditional curriculum

presented to the raters) is reemphasized. There also is a

feeling that children need to be introduced to basic concepts

in disciplines and topics which have a heavy bearing on the

quality of life today -- such as economics and ecology. Interest

in career education, newly mandated, also is strongly sugg,ested.

Overall, these and the other suggested additions fall into two

broad areas, self and others, and basic cognitive information

and skills.

A combination of the areas of the traditional curriculum

which met the retention guideline and at least some of the areas

suggested as additions to the curriculum might well produce a

stronger elementary social studies curriculum. Individual school

districts would need to make a thoughtful selection, based on

local needs/goals as well as on state and national objectives.

Findings: Teacher Information Form (TIP)

The 1615 elementary teachers who responded to the Teacher

pritgrmartion Fum (TIF) represent a self-selected sample in twelve

Iowa and four southern Minnesota school systems in communities of

10,000 or above population. By rrade level, the followinr number

of participating teachers and the percentare of the total sample

they represented were: K-175 (11;), Grade One-269 (17J), Grade

Two-225 (14,J), Grade Three-227 (14), Grade Four-247 (15 ),

Grade Five-242 (15), and Grade Six-207 (13 ,), Seventeen people
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did not report the grade they were presently teaching. Not all

teachers responded to all items. The number of "no responses"

on individual items ranged from 29 to 417 but on only five of

the items did more than 265 fail to respond.*

In reporting the percentage figures for responses to each of

the eighteen items, the percentage is based on those who did

respond to the item, and percentages add up to 1002; on this basis.

The age range of.the teachers in the sample was from 21-65

years of age, the average age being 39.3 years of age. Ninety

percent of the responding elementary teachers were female. The

majority of male teachers reporting taught at the fourth, fifth

and sixth grade levels.

Only ; of the teachers had less than a Bachelor's degree,

while 78; had earned a Bachelor's degree, and 2l a Master's

deree. Less than 1; of those reporting had completed a Special=

ist's or Doctor's degree, buz indication that some people were

working on advanced programs was given. The most frequent major

area of degree study reported was in some area of education.

Seventy-seven percent of the teachers reported education or ele-

mentary education as their major. Other areas reported as majors

were: social sciences (95;); fine arts (3); English (3:);

sciences or mathematicn (1): administration, supervision, curri-

culum (l4); maidance counseling, psychology (2:); and home

economics cr. industrial arts (less than 1.C).

*See A.1--,endix A, Tables 8-13 contain complete information on
each of the -topics discussed.
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The range of experience represented in this sample was from

one to forty-seven years of teaching. Many of the more exper-

ienced teachers (37'..,) had taught at.:three or. more elementary

grade levels -- quite often, a notation that the individual's

experience spanned K-8 was made. An additional l3 of those

responding indicated they had taught at least one othr

level in their chosen area of the elementary school (K-2, 3-4,

or -6), Experience in junior or senior high school, pre-school,

and adult levels was represented, but by relatively small num-

bers of teachers. In most of these cases, such experience was

reported by teachers now working at the fourth, fifth, or sixth

grade levels.

Fifty-eir2;ht percent of the classrooms had enrollments of

20-25 students, with an additional 30,; reporting enrollments of

26-30 students. Relatively few classrooms (4) had an enrollment

of less than 20 students, while 'E; reported classrooms of over

thirty students. V.ost of the over-30 classrooms were reported

within a team-teaching situation.

A solid majority of the classrooms (69) were organized

alonr self-contained lines, with or without some modifications

of the traditional format. An additional 12, reported an IGE-

t7pe orranization, while 10; were reported as departmentalized

and 3, as semi-departmentalized. An open space/team taught or

individualized organization was reported by of the respondents.

L-Iss than one perceLt reported nn ungraded/multi-age setting.

When teachers v-cre asked what type of classroom organization

they preferred, 55L Ldentificd 4ho self-contained classroom,



often suggesting some degree of modification from the strictly

traditional. Twenty-nine percent preferred the individualized/

open space/team taught/ICE-type of organization, whil= fourte(,11

percent opted for a departme10-a1ized :r semi-departmeizea

setting, Other organizational forms mentioned (respectively,

2; or less) were activity-based, ungraded-mu17iage, and ability-

.7rouped settings. A very few (1s than l') suggested a self-

contained primary (K-3) with a departmentaliL.2d upper grades

(4-6).

The most common forms of organization of the social studies

program itself were unit-based programs (54,), text-based pro-

Frxams (24), and a combination of text and unit base (17;,). The

remaining 5; of the responses indicated a curriculum guide base,

a.combination of text and curriculum guide as a base, kit-based

programs, teacher-written programs, or individualized programs,

Teachers chose textbooks (52;) as their favorite resource

for student use more than any other type of material. An addi-

tional 14; preferred the children use library/audio-visual/media

center.resources heavily as their main source of information,

yhile 5; reported a heavy use of commercial kits (mostly reported

at Kindergarten or early primary levels). Fourteen percent of

the respondents indicated they had no special or favorite resource

for child's use and/or used no text, A wide variety of resources

accounted for the remaininr 15; of the responses. ,See Appendix A).

The choice of suppl:mentary material rerularly used in he

classroom indicated heavy use of reneral library/media center
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materials such as trade ' magazines, pi L. re sets, -rilms,

filmstrips, newspaper. , -- items found ost materials

centers in elementary schools uoday -- by 92= of the responding

teachers. Another said they focused on the use of resource

people and other community resources, although they also made

consistent use of media center materials.

Thirty-eight percent of the teachers surveyed indicated

their formal background in social studies was limited to re-

quired courses and/or the methods course required for their de-

gree, while 15; reported having taken college courses in a variety

of social science disciplines (some of which may have reflected

requirements), However, 7., reported a major or minor earned in

some arca of the social sciences. Others reported work on local

district curriculum committees, daily livinp;, travel, self-

teaching, workshops, inservice, interest, living or working in

another country, and a variety of job experiences -- all in small

percentages. Though not recorded, as the intent of the question

was to determine formal background, a large number of teachers

cited teaching this subject area over a number of years as a

significant part of their background. Only 4., regarded themselves

as having little or no background in social -,tudies.

3y far, the greatest number of teachers (50,0 cited short-

term workshops, seminars, institutes, and inservice days as their

latest inservice training in social studies or social studies-

related areas. Fifteen percent had taken one or more r,raduate

or undergraduate social science courses in the rive yearn pre-

codinF the study. Wrenty-nine percent indicated they considered
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their participation in a pilot program in social studies as in-

service training. Since they did not describe what type of

pilot program, it is not possible to determine if these were

actual experimental programs, per se, or the first year of working

with a new text series or other materials, for example.

When considering the single factor teaphers felt most strongly
\ /

influenced what social studies topics were taught at their grade

level, 44), of those responding indicated the child's interest,

needs, background, and ability, and "what will help the child to

live in today's society" to be most influential. Twenty-one

percent indicated they felt the local curriculum guide and/or

curriculum committee to be of greatest influence.

Most elementary teachers appear to carry heavy teaching'

loads. Fifty-four percent teach all academic areas plus having

responsibility for one or more of the following: art, music,

and physical education. Fifteen percent carry all academic areas,

but no art, music, or physical education, An additional eleven

percent carry four academic areas besides social studies, with

another 5 ;?; carrying this load with some degree of responsibility

for art. and/or music, and/or physical education, Therefore,

85; of the participating teachers have almost total responsibility

for implementing all or most all of the areas of the curriculum,

The remaining 1.5; of those reporting range from a very few (5

people) who teach only social studies, through responsibility

for abot.:7; one-half of the subject areas in the elementary school

for theiT grade level.
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Conclusions (TIF)

1. The average age and range of experience of the teachers

in the sample suggests a relatively high level of experienced

teachers in our elementary schools. Three hundred eighty-nine

(26) of the teachers who responded to this item had 5 or less

years of experience, 324 (21,;) had 6-10 years of experience,

234 (14;) reported 11-15 years of experience, and 6 39 (380.) re-

ported over 15 years of teaching experience. Of that 38;;, 148 (5A

reported 30 or more years of experience. These figures suggest

a good balance of age/experience from beginning through middle

through high levels of experience in our elementary schools.

Roughly one-fourth of the teachers could be classified as rela-

tively inexperiences (26 ), while 36,; (6-15 years of experience)

might be classified as in the middle of their teaching careers,

and 38; as highly-experienced personnel. At laaai of the

respondents had taught at least one other grade level other than

the one they were presently teaching.

2. These elementary'teachers represent a desirable level

of trained teachers. Eany of the 785 with an earned Bachelor's

degree indicated hours beyond the Bachelor's. A similar, though

somewhat fewer in number were represented situation existed with

those who had completed Master's degrees. In reviewing declared

majors and minors, it was found that 97,; were trained directly

for elementary teaching. Forty-one percent of the teachers had

either majors or minors in social studies. It would appear that

the schools have access to people with expertise in various social

science areas via their existing faculty, which could be tapped to

assist others with less background.
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3. The self-contained classroom, or modifications

thereof, remains the most common form of organization with 69;

reporting that as the organization in which they worked, and

choosing it as their preference in classroom organization. .

However, there appears to be a desire on the part of many teachers

for more open space/team taught classrooms. While only 8;: of

the respondents reported working in such a setting, 295; indicated

this format as their preference in organization. There appears

to be little desire for additional departmentalized settings, as

13% reported working in this format and 14L indicated it as their

preferred form of organization. It would seem that it would be

quite possible for schools to offer a variety of classroom organ-

ization within their systems and to staff these classrooms with

teachers who prefer these particular forms of organization -- an

action which mig,ht well be of definite value to both teachers and

students.

4. Most social studies programs (95%) were organized around

units (566%), a text or texts (24%), or a combination of unit and

text (17'). With only 21: indicating the local curriculum, and

40; notinE the child's interest, needs, ability, and backc:round

to be the crucial factor, there would seem to be a need for

strengtheninr the local curriculum guide. Textbooks were frener-

ally favored (by 52) as the favorite resource for a child's use,

While the textbook, next to the teacher, may well be the most

valuable single reso rce in the classroom on an overall basis, it

would seem that texts may be "exerting undue influence", actually

hainc the major basis for the curriculum in many cases. Even a
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very f;ood text cannot meet the majority of the child's needs;

and units, without being placed within the framework of curri-

culum cuidelines designed to meet local needs, are unlikely (1)

to provide a cohesive program with adequate internal progression

or (2) to ensure that basic generalizations are adeouately

developed on alongitudinal basis,

5, While -techers, overall, appear to make good use of

what might be desirnated'"common resources", there is relatively

little indication that teacher-generated materials are widely

used, or that the resources which every community contains are

brought to bear upon the development of the social studies curri-

culum. With the present and ever-growing emphasis on career

education, more and better use of the community would seem

desirable.

6, Regular use of supplementary material is widely made in

the classroom, but again reflects the reliance of teachers on

the school's media center. Many of the newer forms'of supple-

mentary material are unused -- whether from lack of time to pre-

pare and use them, unfamiliarity with or lack of knowledge of

them, or inability to obtain them is not known.
IP

7, Though teachers are involved in inservice training, much

of it appears to be of a type which affords minor help in effec-

tively implementing the social studies curriculum in the class-

room. Courses do build needed background, and workshops on the

correct use of the text series do assist the teacher, and such

thinrs as tral-1 and reading do allow teachers to bring items of

added interest into the classroom, All of these are beneficial.
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However, these items, as reported, appear spotty and unfocused.

There does not appear to be any clear-cut effort, thrust, or

focus by which elementary teachers are beinc assisted and/or

required to upgrade their effectiveness as social studies in-

tructors. This would seem to be both an area of need and an

area in which organized inservice, focused on effective imple-

mentation of various areas of the social studies curriculum, is

needed,

8. T e teaching load 'if elementary teachers is very heavy--

one reason perhaps, why many of the desirable approaches (such

as fuller use of the community and new materials) is not as

widely used as it could be. Much of what makes the investic:ation

and solutions of social studies problems by students effective

requires extensive preparation by the teacher. lith such heavy

loads, which include widely diversified subject areas (each of

which requires its own type of preparation), it is likely that

most teachers have neither the time nor the energy to adequately

prepare without sli;hting some area. lf, in addition, the teacher

has little, or only a moderate background lnd/or interest in

social studies, the proF,ram is likely to fall short of fully

meeting its educational goals.

RecpmrnendaU.oris TIF)

To improve the implementation of the social studies curri-

culum in the classroom, the following mir,ht be both necessary and

desirable.

1. Each school system should develop a strong curriculum

needs, etc. of the local students, as well'as c,eneral state and

national Poals.



2, Materials of a variety of types should be available.

These materials, including texts, should be chosen on the basis

of their value in assisting the implementation.of the local

curriculum,

3. Teachers should have on-going inservice training, per-

haps on a "turn" basis with other subject areas, which focuses

on their weaknesses and/or the skills most important in imple-

menting thelocal curriculum. If the school does not wish to

develop such a local program, teachers should be required/urged

to repularly show evidence of strengthening their weaknesses,

etc. in social studies areas through other means the workshops,

seminars, institutes, college courses, etc. mentioned by many --

but in a planned rather than a hit-or-miss fashion.

4. Curriculae should be continuously revised to meet

current needs based on input-by teachers, students, and parents.

5. Teachers with special expertise should be used to help

others with a lesser degree'of expertise--not necessarily through

departmentalization. An effort should be made to upgrade each

teacher's effectiveness in social studies because it correlates

so clos ly with other subject areas.

6. Time should be provided during the regular school day for

planning and preparation. This time should be of sufficient fre-

quency and lenrth to allow real progress to be made -- and should

not be at the end of the.School day,

7. Classes appear to be, for the most part, of reasonable

size, However, with the heavy demands on teacher time, assistance

in the classroom by qualified individuals could be of great help to

the teacher. 2 8



FOOTNOTES

(1) Breiter, Joan and Jack Menne4 "A Procedure for TeXtbook
Evaluation Illustrated by an Analysis of Fifth Grade Social
Studies Texts." Iowa StAte J:ournal of Rgsearch, Volume 50,
No. 2, November 1975.

(2) Caswell-Nault Analysis of Cour es Qt.' Stucly. Field
Enterprises Educational Corporation. Chicago, Illinois, 1954.

(3) Nault-Ftscher-Zassow Analysis of_ Courses of qtudy.
Field Enterprises Educational Corporation, 1963.

(4) Ctruiculum Matsrials, ASCD Exhibit of'Curriculum
;aterials at the 26th Annual Conference. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, National Education
Association, Washington, D.C., 1971.

(5) Nault, William H. Typioal Course_of Stuay-Kindervarian
-Ylroug.h Grade 12, Field Enterprises Educational Corporation, 1970.
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KINDERn

iilean Rating of topic

,:-ABLE

-,JAL COURSE OF STU:'

lity of Ratings, Num r of Aaters

Topics # of Raters. Mean Rating*

1. Meaning of holidayt- 179 3.8045

2. Role of home and fa 178 4.4494

3. Characteristics of r: family 177 4.1751

4. Location of home a.:_ -c.,-oo_ 175 3.6743
,

5. Diagram of home aml ri..vi,i_ 173,. 2.6243

6. Relationship betwee hc and school 172. 3.9070

7. Relationship of ind -i 1 to
the group 177 4.4294

8. Children in other lands 178 2.8876

9. Why things change 176 3.1875

10. Where things come frcm 176 3.3523

11. How things change 176 3.2386

Mean rating of all topics 3.612

Total number of raters in sample,for
this level io

Spearman-Brown average interitem relia-
bility estimate for the mean rating of
all items 0.85

j

*A mean rating of 3.5 or above is sUgee-sted for retention of
topic in the curriculum for the grade leelfz.the lowest rating
possible was 1 and the highest-possible waSA.
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TABLE2,

GRADE ONE TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Mean rating of Topics, Reliability of Ratings, Number ?ater-l'

Topic # of Raters

Citizenship 263_ ,3118

2. Nei,-hborhoo helpers 260 1.15

3, Our American heritage 259 - '3938

4. Holidays 174 :S391

5, Christmas 258 3062

6, Mother's Day 258 .4341

7. Lincoln's Birthday 259 ;.6332

8. St. Valentine's Day 258 3.3876

9, Halloween 259 3.3591

10. Thanksgiving 259 3.9653

11. Father's Day 249 3.3430

12. dashing,ton's Birthday 258 3.6085

13, Hannukkah 246 3.2927

14. f.lake and read a simple
neighborhood map 259 3.4363

15 School-community 261 3.9157

16. Homes in other lands 259 3.1L-24.

17. Fa= and zoo 260 3.4000

Mean rating of all topics =c,---n

Total number of raters in sample for
this level 265

Spearman-Brown average interitem relia-
Minty estimate for the mean rating of all items 0.89

*A mean ratin[r. of 3.5 or above is suggested far retention af
topic in the curriculum for the grade level; the lowest rating
possible was 1 and the highest possible was 5.
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TALI3;.;-

'RADE TWO TYPIC!YT, COURS'L OF STUDY

Mean R. in if Topics, Reliabi2 y of 5.LIti11gs, Number of Rters

Topic 'R.aters Mean TT

2271. Communit: aerices and helper:

2. Holidays and festivals 168 3./1107

3. Easter 197 3.0812

4, Passover 189 2.5820

5. Christmas 199 3.3317

6. Hannukkah 195 2.8564

7. Patriotic celebrations 220

8. Our food 178 3.679L

9. Dair-/ and Bakery 209 3425'3

10. Carcen and Greenhouse 210 3.300D

Ll. Markets and Stores 211 3.3697

12. Shelter 223 3.2377

13. Families around the world 224 3.4955

14. Communities in other lands 227 3.3524

15. Interdependence of people 223 4.1480

Mean rating of all topics 3.389

Total number f raters I= 7..zmpis for
this level 232

Spearman-Brown average interitem relia-
bility est±nate for the mean rating af
all items 0 5

*A mean rating of 3.5 or above is sufzgested for reten7ion
of topic in the curriculum for the grade level; the lowest rating

-possible was 1 and the highest possible was 5.
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TAB:34F

RAiz. THREE TYPIOLIJ :OURSE OF STUDY

cs, Reliability of Ratings, Number of Raters

Topi 'X of Raters Mean Rating*

1, Community 220 2.6545

2. Histcry ani c._:velopment of
local comm-,ILL-.7 222 : 3.2748

3. American Ladians and pioneers 222 3.6532

4. Shelters of ar_Lnals and people 223 2.9327

5. Transportation today and yesterday 223 3.1031

6. Sources of our food 224 3.5179

7. Sources of our :21othing 222 3.2162

8, Shelter 220 3.1364

9. Some great Americans 223 3.6143

10. Holida-j.s -ad folk a=toms 221 3.1991

11. Flat ma= and the Ellobe 226 4.1239

Idean rating f all topi= 3,3115

Total nurnber a-f raters' En. sr.ar:pl ',. for

this 7.3-v-E117 230

SpearmanTarm 7,77erage intem
b!Lity ,g,n777:1=Ete far :Fle mean rattling of all items 0,80

meang of 3.5 or above is suggested for retention of
topia in the ==riculum fa= th-e kli7de level; the lowest -rating
possdble was 1 -1:=A the hight-paable was 5.
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TABLE

L.:RADE FOUR - TYPICA-L COURSE OE STUDY

1::an Ratings of Topics, Reliabillt;: of Ratings, Number of Raters

2opics of Raters Mean Rp_ting*

1. History and devlopment,1 f
the local state 250 3.1600

2. 7.elationship of the .state to -17ne
the region, the nation, and
the worlt. 249 3.6225

3. GeoraphiL or climatic rercio-lr
of the world 3.3943

4, Lands of four seasons 7-26-.J 3.1356

5. Hot, dry, desert lands 2142 3.1405

6. Cold lands 22 3.1198

7. Hot lands 240 3.0833

J. Iild lands 239 3.0586

9. Mountainou:i lands 240 -.1000

10. Types of community life 244 3.6L75

11. Uses of the r.lobe 249 4.3213

Mean rating of I1 3.3439

Total number of raterz sample for
this level 252'

Spearman-Brown average intaritem relia-
bility estimate fDr the mean rating of
all items 0.86

*A mean ra7inc, ,f 3.5 or above is suggested for zetiLn-tion af
topic in the curr-lum fnr the ;-rade level; the lowest -nossible

ratini-, was 1 lnd ,Arhast poasible was 5.
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TABLE c

GRADE FIVE - TYPICAL COURSZ OF STUDY

lean Ratings of Topics, Reliability of Ratings, Number of Raters

Topics # of iaters. Mean Rating*

1. Exploration and Discover- =39 3.6234

2. Establishment of settLements in
the New World :79 3,6736

3. Colonial life in Americ-a 240 3.5792

4 Pioneer life in America .5333

5. Westward movement 7-7 "5.7215

6. Industrial and cultural .7rcwth

7. Life in the United States and
its possessions today 4.0549

8. Our presidents aad famou7; -.4280

9. Natural resource-7; of the L:.ted
States =37 -.1603

10. Geography of the Unitad t. tes 718 -L.2395

11. Relationship of the United Ttates
with Canada 275 2.7447

12. Comparative cultures of Car-,Aa 2-j2 .3147

13-. Fundamental map skills 237 11.5485

Kean rating of all topits

Total number.of raters inisspple far
this level 241

Spearman-Brown averaEe Intemitem relia-
bility estimate for the mean rating IDS
all items 0.82

*A mean rating of 3.5 CT above E.suggrted for retention of
topic in the curriculum far the grade L-Lerve_.; the lowest possible
rating was 1 and the highe7t possible .,-771s'
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TAI3LE/

GRADE SIX TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY'

r.ean Ratinp., of Topics, Reliability of Ratings, Number of Raters

Topics # of Raters Mean RatiniT,*

1. Lands and peoples of the
destern Hemisphere 207 3.5845

?. Canada and 1,exico 208 3.6058

3. Our neighbors in Central America
an the West Indies 208 3.3029

4. Our neighbors in South America 210 3.3000

5. Australasia 199 2.4623

6. Relatimships between nations 205 3.9854

7, Unitel Nations 201 3.2239

B. Trans-cortation and Communication 202 3.5891

9. , rld trade 206 3.3689

10. Eurasia and Africa 207 2.9117

11. ::.ap reading skills 212 4.5330

12. Readinc-, charts and graphs 210 4.4762

13. School camping (optional) 164 2.0488

Mean rating of all topics 3.4157

Total number of raters in sample for
this level 216

SpearmanBrown average interitem relia-
bility estim..te for the mean rating of
all items 0.68

*A mean rating of 3.5 or above is suggested for retention of
topic in the curriculum'for the grade level; lowest possible rating
was 1 and highest possible was 5.
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TABLE9

TEACHING EXPERIEP,CE CF PARTICIPATING TEACHERS
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L___raie4psaL_________"L_
K 1 2 k 4 I 4 C

63 6 22 9 2 1 4 2 1 0 92 6
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Grade Two 4 2 31 12 10 17 23 10 2 103 7

Grade Three 2 2 6 2 32 14 29 1) 14

38

6
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2
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1

7

3

4

1 8

2 80 5Four ) 1 ) 1167,Grade
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1

1

0
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_Teg/liulti-texts
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No 2eslIonse 13 8 1 5 13 6 9 4 21 9 15 7 23 12 107
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TABLE 11

OLASSRON ORGANIZATION I

WESENT FORK OF CLASSROW

)ROANIZATION

Self-contained

2

Grade

3

Level

41

:/0 1 5- , g (fi i L V

ei
i°

161 90 206 78

z

179 79 167 74 u4 63 105 44 8_, 40 1054 67-

UngradedAultiage 1 0 -2 1 1 0 1 0 5 0 L

Jlegir_tmentanzed 2 1 2 1 4 2 13 52 22 64 31 155 1Q

Semi-de artmentalized

4 2

1

25

3

0

10

1

4

10

1

2

4

0

6

'11

1

J
5

0

_31

8

13

1

3

5

o

11

19

3

5

8

1

13

19

6

6

43

95

9

3

6

1

0 en a ace leam I:naught

aelf-contained Team Taught

TearTaught 1 1 3 1 5 2 2 1 2 10 4 6 3 32 2

IGE or Other a ecial Program 8 4 23 9 23 10 J2 14

,5

)1 13 36 15 29 4 182 12

Self-contained Open Space Settirg 4 2 1 0 5 O-

NO-Response 2 1 2 1 6- 3 2

5

81295.5

8

__9

lo

23_10

16

4

4

31

1,

4

6

108

J.2_17_.91
92

8

2 1 3 35_2.

67 4

89,5_ 51

12, A

68

I,ASS SIZE

Under 20 Students 11

106-

6

61

28

4

4

I)

17698

52

16

6

5

20

6

2

1.)

160

4Y9
110

, 6

6

1

4

_5

11

126

__129_24
18

11

3

46

14

3

1

89

_19

14

1

44

_.4.L...49_311...

9

7

20-25 Students

7g-90 Students 49

7

7

Over 30 Students

No Resonse

OK, CP CLASSRON ORGANIZATION

REFERRED

Self-contained j.10 77 143 62 a28 64 99. 51 118 36

18

78 99

37 18

_61

42

35

24

j

I

73
55

I

281 21-

Individualized/Open Space,

IGE T se j 23 16 46 20 43 22 52 27 _38

J. 1 8

3

26

I

1

11

11

6

7

6

1

4

11 6

4 2

24 12

_31

4

16

15

2

8

55 27

7 3

20 10

55

1

8

32

1

5

172 13-

25

106

Activity-Based 1

5 4Team Taught

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
nfradedAu1tiare

Semi-departmenZER 2 1 3 n 2 1 2 1 2 1 11

Self-contained Primary and De-

aFtmentalized U er Grades 1 1

f

2

1

1

0

15.73217.8
2 1

1 1

1

4-2

0

20

2 1

39 19

3

44

''

26

4 o

EL I

265 20

bility Groupe 1 1

No Response 1 38 27 35

TABLE II Continued on next page,



TABLEE (Continuzd)

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION

TI?E OF SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM IN

aCHER'S CLASSROOM

U 't 1, .d

,,,.........,..4.

i
Q

;
a .

14 84 1 60 118 2 44 121 0 no 4 1# 4 848

Curriculum Guide-based
1 0 1 0

28 60 26

o

7

170

6

o

24

_

oi
Text-based

10 a _52

2

2)

1

1 27 57

31

26 62 26 54

1Combination, Text & Curriculum

Guide

Combination, Text _c Units
o

3

1 111111=11.1

1 43 19 4 24 1 17 42 18

0

j_9_19_261_12j
41

Tit-based
3 1 8 3 7 3 22 1

;I:ulti-media based
1 1 3 1

Teacher-Written Prra
2 1 2 1 1 0 2 1

0 1

2

0

1

LO

9 4

9

_L__L

3_0

al

2

Individualized
21

Not 7eachinF Social Studies

This Year-Departmantalized
1 1 10 3 1 1 0 7 3 0 3

No Response
4 1 2 2

0 4 13

.

12' 6

44

1210

3

8

;

1

4

fEACHING RESPONSILILITIES

3E.YOND SOCIAL STU:IES

Two-thirds or mmne of the

Sub'ect Ar S
1 8 $ 24 # 20 ' 2 211 ' 6 202 84 1 2

One-third to Two-thirds of the

auhj-e-c-tj-razs------
10 6 14 4 17 7 lo 4 36 13 47 20, 53 26 181 13

Less than One-third of the

Subject Areas
2 2 1 0 1 0 0 o 9 3 11

1

4, 21 2 45

69

2

77
No Response

10 6 71 j 9 4 9 4 11 5 1 o 12 6

4 6

4 7



TABLE 12-

TEACHERS KRAL SOCIAL STUDIES BACKGROU,D ANS IJSERVICE TRAINING

1ACHER'S FOREAL SOCIAL

5tUDIES 3ACKPOUND

Recuired College Courses

tor Degree

"

1111111111111

.....-.a.we ..I fi..J id.R. - r
, , # L±.

2 i

55 10 78 44 88 j 47 5 0 20

45

7

23

4

IIMICourses, Undergraduate or :;rad-

uate in Social Science YE:ill* 1 1 16

s

Z.

4

20 11 27 14

3 56Courses'Plus Local Work for

6 5 1 1 8 4

---athria.--
Winor or Area in a Social Scienc4 12 1 6 1 10 16 8 28 14

1 1

2 2 5

2 ___S_1

6 3

9 5 11 6 8 22

2 1 3 3 3 2 2_aig...r.irL_aSsslaIAcience

Local Work for District

Daily Living 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 2

Self-:aught -'' 2 2 9

4

4

2

6 3

4

8

$

4 6

0

3 8

10

4 8 5

8

ravel
2

Little or no Background
2 4 2 8

111

4

1111111111111110

__5.....

2

12._ 7

5 3

,

A3
19

5

1

Courses iravel Living in

Various Areas
2 10* 5 4 2 9 5

.2,

J.

2

1

8

1.

1
Courses/Travel Jobs in othaqaelis 3 1 2L.

1

3._

6

Workshops
2 2

,ollege Courses ,:c dorkshops el 3 1 4, 1 I _ _1 .......L._. 1 .3-

Inservice Training 1 1 1 0 3 2

Personal Interest 1 1 2 1 1 2 21 1 1 1 2
0

Living in another Country III
8 3.

1

5

0

20 31 4i 22 _53

49

L
2

26

48

4

21

25

53,

44

.33

2

1

343

2

2 ,

No Response to Item*

LATEST 1NSERVICE IN SOCIAL STUDIES

workshops/Seminars/Institutes

:racua:e or Lniergraciate ourse.IIII

within -oast 5 years 1[1]

34 27

10

r.

2

48

22

9

23

11

4

_55

32

27

5

20 46 26

17 26 li ? 1 0 16 3 20 1

5 3 2

1

1

1

6 4 6

3

)

0
3 6 3

(:;raduate or Undermduate Course:

Over 3 Years Ago 3

2
School Visitation

Inseryice Dqys
L3 34 50 24 41 25 45 25 48 25 44 2 27 17 98 25

2_

Committee Work for District 3 4

1

2

0 1

2

1

4 2 3 2

2

) 3 3

1

2

1

28

6

Pravel qor Self-study

1111

_coit,do:Z:1_ 1 1 1 11111111111111111111111111111
52 27

iiiiiinilMME
50

P IMMO

27 8 E1jJ
0

.

1

Participation in Pilot Pro ram 1111 21 1 34 0 31 iL. 28

JSI,LieS2 lill
_En_aaanaaaa_

Ell
*A common answer indicated many teachers felt that teaching the social studies program was a minor

part of the background,
Though this is a valid answer, in general, it does not respond to the intent of

the question, the purpose of which was to determine "formal background,
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TABLE 1;

CLUEICULI,', SELECTION

RCTORS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN

PETERYINING TOPICS TAUHT

Children's Interests/Needs/

Background/Ability

1

;v '

81 34 94 40 63 31 63 32 59 28 39 19 40 22 439 32

'Curriculum Guide/Committee 25 17 34 14 27 41 21 51 24 47 23 37 21 290 21

leacher Preference Abilit 6 4 14 6 10 1. 11 1 6 18 10 86

Text & Available resources

--dommunitr

1 1

12

11111111111111

BIM
10

3. 1

11111/11111
1 IIIIIIIIIIII

7 1111111111
0MEM46P. or Envronment 5 3

:',:aterials Available 1 1 10 ME 3 Milininiinigil 0 4

Text/Curriculum .3uide 1 1 4

21

WI

9

6

1
EIMMIRMIIMIMMISI

6 14 1111111113111

3

2

8

11171111111111111

1111111111111111111111111mom
iigi 10

1

1

11

10

0

1

11111131
5

1

IN

1F1111011

1

2

-1-0

11E10

2

8

o

LO

82 0.06

38 3El 1
I

95

Torics Helpful in Livinj

in Today's World 9 6

Current Events 10 10

wilmIlmom1111
INam
11111111111111111111111111111111111111151
EMI
IMIEVIR

0

'

111.111111/111

MI

52 on

0 110111111111
1

Government '3ody

Vaterials enuired to be Used 7

Don't Know ,r.,, 2 1

None

Text 0

Staff Decisions 4 1

1Patrjôtis 1 20 1

Classroom OrFanization

1/1111111111

11111111 8 4

1

2

ININ

12 1

0

Time

Availability of Resource People_

IIII Iii 1111.1
II

iii iin 0

0

Cooneration within School

_1
1 1

Class Composition

Relationship Among Home, Family

School 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 6

Values
2

1
1 1 3 0

12No Response 10 20 29 12 ' 14 31 16 41 19 39 19 38 21 236

OTAL NUEBER OF PARTICIPANTS 180 265 232 230 252 241 216 1615
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TABLE /51

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUM FOR KINDERGARTEN

Addition y Suggesting

Eirthdays
Seasons
Calendar
Home/Family
Circus
Farm
Safety/Health
Community Helpers
Nirht/Day
Weather
Food/dater
Foreirn LanguaFe
Map Skills
Indians
Scandinavian Countries
Self-concept/Feelinr,s
LearninE to make Choices
Transportation
Values
Other Cultures
Career Education

2

2

3
5
2

7
29
1
2

1

1

3
4
2

18
1

4
L.

1

13

5 2

Addition EeeStihit--

School Helpers 3
Economics 2

Minority Cultures 3
American Heritage 1

Non-verbal Communication 2

Characteristics of Schools 1

Roles in Society/Life
Styles 6

Human Relations 3
EcoloEy 2

Animals 1

Futurism 1

Development of dritinP; 1

Social Skills 1

Geography
Introduction to religions
and holidays 1

The Senses 2

Conservation 1

Pets 1



TABLE

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUE FOR GRADE ONE

Addition # SuE7asting Addition # Suggesting

Ecology 8 Basic Needs 1

Transportation 2 .Farm/Zoo 2

Columbus Day 1 Group Dynamics 2

Druus 6 Social Conventions/Rules 3
Self-concept/Values 31 Human Relations 9

Family Relations 14 Concept of the World 3
Seasons 3 Sex Education 3
Citizenship 1 Health 2

Community ... 1 Safety 3
Other Cultures 4 Hospital 1

lqinority Groups 5 Indians 2

School Relationshins 3 Weather 1

Career Education 28 Maps/Globes 1

Economics 16 Dairy ,. 1

Needs/Interest of Children 2 History 1

Simple Machines 1

5 3



TABLE /4.

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUV: FOR GRADE TWO

Addition SucTestinF, Addition # Suuestiry,

Safety' 3 Patriotism
Family 3 Other Cultures 1
!laps/Globes 12 , Current Events 1
Economics 8 Freedom 1
Ecolo,Ty 14 Sociolory 2
Self-concept/Values 20 American History 2 .

Others 2 Minority Cultures 8
Pets 3 Sex Education 1
Career Education 15 Waters of the World 1
U.S. reorralphy 3 Transportation 6
Guidance/3ehavior/Ru1es 4 Holidays 3
Community Helpers/Services 3 Problem Solvinr, 3
I.00ds 3 Research Techniques 1
Human Relations 10 Urban Living 1
Farms 2 Indians 1
Industry 1 Biolotly/Botany 1
Dru7's 2 Food Production 1
r:ewspapers Our State 3
;:achines 1 Futurism 1
Conservation 2 Seasons 1
Communication 5 Current Events 1.

5 4



TABLE /1

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUM FOR GRADE THREE

Addition # Suggesting Addition # Suggesting

Health 1 U.S. Hise4t9 4
GeoFraphy 5 Ecology 5
Citizenship/Patriotism/ Holidays 1
Government 6 Animals 1

Ninority Groups 11 Plants 1
Career Education 19 Indians Today 3
Self-concept/Values 18 Family Living 2
Current Events 6 Change 1
Comparison Studies 1 Decision Making 1
Interdependence 1 Drugs 1
Other Cultures 15 Conservation 2
Cities 4 AFri-business 1
Human RelationF; 5 Courtesy 1
1aps/r1lobes/Graphs 9 State History 1
Communication 5 Economics 7

5 5



TABLE d

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUM FOR GRADE FOUR

Addition # Sugfr,esting Addition # Suggesting

Self-concept/Values 8 Civil War 1

Anthrot)olor7y Revolutionary War 1

Economics 13 State Government/History 2

Futurism 1 Israel 1

Human Relations 12 Minorities 9
Local qovernment/History 2 Problem-Solving 3

:!aps/Globes 13 Family Living 5
Current Events 9 Conservation 5
dorld Unity 1 Government 8

Early lian 1 Drug, 6

Career Education 12 EnerAy Crisis 2

Nutrition 1 Ecology 1

Our State 7 Study Skills ` 1

U.S. Regions 3 Alaska/Hawaii 1

Japan 1 Geography 3

1;orth Central States 1 Biographies of Famous
The Metropolitan Americans 1

Community 7 Communication 1

U.S. History 7



TABLE jq

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUivi FOR GRADE FIVE

Addition uesting Addition # Sucigesting

Iowa History 9 Technology 1

kap/Globe Skills 14 Society & Science 1

Geo(/raphy 11 Values 5

Career Education 6 Alaska & Hawaii 3

Human Relations 5 U.S. History 4

Exploration and Discovery 1 Study Skills 5

Current Events 8 Sex Education 1

Einority Cultures 9 International Relations 2

Indians 3 Sociology 2

Famous U.S. Citizens 1 Family LivinFT, 5

The 50 States (Geog.) 1 Comparative Cultures 1

World Crisis 1 Comparative Study of
Economics 15 the States 1

Government 6 Resources & Conservation 4

Citizenship 1 Cultures 5

Moral Growth 1 Social Skills 1

Drugs 6 Anthropology 1

Archaeology 1

5 7



TABLE .2.0

SUgGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONS TO THE CURRICULUM-FOR GRADE SIX

Addition # Suvgesting Addition # Suggesting

Economics 5
Y.ap Skills 2

Human Relations 7
Self-concept/Values 7
Career Education 5
Current Events 9
The United States 2

Government 5
ChanFes in Vital Statistb. 1
Pre-European History

of America 1

Economics 2

Interrelationship of
Nations 1

U.S. Ethnic Groups 1

Law in American History 1
State History 1

American History 12
Our World Today 3
Study Skills 3
Social Conflicts 1

Learning to work in
Groups 1

5 8

Discussion Skills
Psychology ,

State Histi:Ty
Oil Regio-n5;4!
Maps/Charts',
U.S. Neippbors
Other Cultures
Environment
Geography 4

Drugs
Minority Cultures
Resources
Survey of European
History

Problem-Solving
Customs/Languages
Africa & Asia
Family Relations
American Cities
Equality
Technoloy,,i,
Local Areatudies
Our City -e

1
1

3
1
3
1
2
2

3
3
3
1

1

3
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS - CURRICULUM RATING SCALE (CRS)

The following curriculum items represent a composite social studies "typical

course of study" for your grade level developed by Dr. William H. Nault from two

major pieces of curriculum research. The total typical curriculum in social

studies and in the areas of science, language arts, health and safety, and arith-

metic, as presented by Dr. Nault, may be found in his publication, Typical Course

of Scudy Kindergarten through Grade 12, available through Field Enterprises Edu-

eational Corporation.

Dr. Nault found the topics listed for your grade level to be common areas

of study across the United States. We would like your candid reaction as to the

eppropriateness (or relevance) and importance of these items in the elementary

social studies programs of today. Please rate each topic according to the scale

below, and answer the questions which follow as Parts B and C. Your thoughtful

and considered opinion will be greatly appreciated. The area of elementary and

secondary social studies is one of great turmoil today. We hope, by this study,

to determine what practicing teachers in the field of social studies think are

the important topics to explore in the development of effective, thinking, flex-

ible, competent citizens for today's and tomorrow's society. Thank you for your

assistance in our project. All responses will remain anonymous.

Rating Scale

1 = not an appropriate or important topic at this grade level; should be

eliminated from the curriculum for this grade.

appropriate or relevant topic, but of very little importance at this

grade level; possibly should be eliminated from the curriculum for

this grade.

3 = appropriate or relevant topic, somewhat important at this grade level;

probably should be retained in the curriculum for this grade.

4 = appropriate or relevant tcpic, Ilighly important at this grade level;
definitely should be retained in the curricUlum for this grade.

5 = appropriate or releVant topic, of highest importance at this grade '

level; must not be eliminated from 'the curriculum for this grade.



KINDERGARTEN - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Meaning of holidays

2. Role of home and family

3. Characteristics of home and family

4. Location of home and school

r

5. Diagram of home and sChool

6. Relationship between home and school

7. Relationship of individual to the group

8. Children in other lands

9. Why things change
--...

10. Where things come from

11. How things change

6 1



GRADE ONE - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Citizenship

2. Neighborhood helpers

_

3. Our American heritage

,--

4. Holidays

5.

Christmas

Mother's Day

Lincoln's Birthday
,

_ k

Sr. Valentine's Day

Halloween

Thanksgiving

I-

Father's Day

Washington's Birthday

Hannukkah

Make and read a simple neighborhood

map

6. School-community

,

7. Homes in other lands

8. Farm and zoo

6 2



GRADE TWO - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Community services and helpers

2. Holidays and festivals

3.

Easter

Passover

Christmas

Hannukkah

Patriotic celebrations

4. Our food

5.

Dairy and Bakery

Garden and Greenhouse

Markets and Stores

Shelter

6. Families around the world

7. Communities in other lands

8. Interdependence of people

6 3



GRADE THREE TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Community helpers

2. History and development of local

community
.

3. American Indians and pioneers

4. Shelters of animals and people
._ ...

5. Transportation today and yesterday

.

, r-

6. Sources of our food

.

7. Sources of our clothing

8. Shelter

9. Some great Americans

10. Holidays and folk customs

r

.

11. Flat maps and the globe

6 4



GRADE FOUR - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

I 2 3 4 . 5

1. History and development of the

local state

2. Relationship of the state to the

region, the nation, and the world

3. Geographic or climatic regions

of the world

4. Lands of four seasons
1_

5. Hot, dry desert lands

6. Cold lands

r

7. Hot lands

--

8. Mild lands

9. Mountainous lands .

10. Types of community life

11. Uses of the globe
........._.

_ .

6 5



4

.GRADE FIVE - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Exploration and discovery

2. Establishment of settlements in the

New World

3. Colonial life in America

4. Pioneer life in America

5. Westward movement

6. Industrial and cultural growth
,

7. Life in the United States and

its possessions today

8. Our presidents and famous people

..-

9. Natural resources of the United States

10. Geography of the United States

11. Relationship of the United States

with Canada

12. Comparative cultures of Canada

13. Fundamental map skills

6 6



GRADE SIX - TYPICAL COURSE OF STUDY

Part A

Topics
Your Rating

1 2 3 4 5

1. Lands and peoples of the Western

Hemisphere

2. Canada and Mexico

3. Our neighbors in Central America and

the West Indies
,

4. Our neighbors in South America

5. Australasia

6. Relationships between nations

7. United Nations

8. Transportation and communication
.

,

9. World trade

10. Eurasia and AfriCa

11. Map reading skills

t

12. Reading charts and graphs

13. School camping (optional)

67



Part B: Which of the topics listed in Part A do you definitely feel should be

eliminated from the curriculum for your grade level, or transferred to

another level in the K-12 curriculum, and why? Put the number of each

topic you place in one of these categories in the column at the left,

check whether you advise elimination or transfer, and explain your

thinking parallel to the number using the space on the right.

Topic Number---

_

Eliminate Transfer Reason

6 8



4

Part C: What topics do you think should be added to the curriculum for your

grade level, or cubstituted for some presently taught, to make the

social studies curriculum more effective for living in today's society,

and why? List the topics you would add or substitute in the left-hand

column, check whether you consider it an addition or a substitution,

and give your reason for this addition or substitution.*

Topic Add Substitute Reason

* If a substitution, indicate the presently taught topic for which it would be

a replacement.

6 9



TEACHER INFORMATION FORM

In Quordinacion with this sociat studies curriculum project, we would like to

obtain an overview oi teachers working in the social studies area at the elementary

school level. Your cooperation with this phase of the project by coMpleting this

form will be most appreciated. All responses will remain anonymous.

Please respond to the following items as accurately as you can.

1. Age

2. Sex

3. Degrees held

4. Major area in degree work

5. Minor area in degree work

6. 'Grade level presently teaching

7. Grade levels previously taught

8. Number of teaching years

9 Type of classroom organization in which you work (Examples: self-contained,

departmentalized, open space, ICE, or other)

10. Typical size of social studies class you teach

11. Type of classroom organization you irefer

12. Social studies program organization in your classroom -- unit based, text-

based, or based on some other format. If the last, describe.

13. Your favorite text or resource material in the social studies area for use by

the children

14. Besides the basic text or texts, what supplementary or other material do you

regularly use in your social studies classes? (Examples: unitexts, films,

picture, sets, newspapers and other current materials, etc.)

15. Briefly describe your background in the social sciences

7 0



LACHER 1NVORMATIO1I MPH page 2

16. Briefly descrihe the laiLl in-service training you have had in the social
studies area, giving the year and the scope of this training

17. The factor which you feel has the greatest bearing on what topics you teach
in social studies at your grade.level

18. Besides social studies, what additional subject areas do you have responsibility
for teaching?

Comments: If you would like to add anything to explain or expand upon your res
ponses to any part of the Curriculum Rating Scale or Teacher Information Form -- or
to make comments of a general nature -- please use the remaining space on this page
to do so.

7 1



Dear Participant:

Thank you for participating in this study. We hope the results will

indicate some helpful insights into what teachers feel the elementary social

studies program should be to help develop effectively functioning, competent,

confident individuals for today's and tomorrow's society. We hope this will

help both those people who prepare teachers and those responsible for their'

in-service professional growth to do a better job. Your assistance is great

ly appreciated! A copy of the study results will be made available to you

upon its conclusion.

Joan Breiter, Ed.D.
Assistanc Professor,
Elementary Education
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50010

7 2


